Choose A Location

Ceremony & Reception Locations
Browse by regions across the country and find destination wedding locales.

WORLD'S MOST COLORFUL WEDDING VENUES

SUYÁN RAJMAHAL PALACE

Where: Jaipur, India

The 1720s palace of Jaipur's royal family is now a brand-new 30-suite jewel box of a hotel. Papered in 48 different historically inspired motifs, rooms feature intricate patterns in shades ranging from bright blue to magenta. The walls set the luxe scene, but floor-to-ceiling mirrors and crystal chandeliers definitely play a part, too. So do the tropical gardens, where up to 300 guests can begin a balmy Indian night with a ceremony and cocktails, followed by a feast on the 2.5-acre lawn.

Book It: Weddings must book the entire hotel (inquire for venue and meal rates), room rates from $330 a night, sujanluxury.com.